
Put network operations on the fast 
path to reliability-engineering.
~ Reduce downtime losses while improving   
 visibility.

~ Create automated, effective network 
	 operations	workflows.

~ Drive analytical insights to demonstrate   
 business impact.

NetSpyGlass users immediately achieve the 
benefits	of	Network	Reliability	Engineering:
~ Automated root-cause alerting reduces   
 risks of downtime and speeds time to  
 resolution.

~ Fully automated discovery eliminates errors,  
	 manual	documentation	fixes,	and	blind	spots.

~ Cloud-powered analytics improves perfor-  
 mance at scale with technical and business 
 insights, enabling automated and proactive   
 network operations.

The NetSpyGlass SaaS deploys in an hour and 
saves	you	time	and	money	from	the	start:	

    Within the first hour, you can search,  
    tag, and review your entire multi-

   vendor network with the Automated  
    Dashboards.

   Within a day, you will be able to   
   analyze real-time network reliability   
   maps.

   Within a week, you can deploy 
   your own automated alert monitors.

From	the	first	time	you	use	NetSpyGlass,	you	
get on the fast path to Network Reliability 
Engineering,	a	new	approach	to	operating	net-
works.	Network	Reliability	Engineering	was	first	
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developed within Google and then within other 
large cloud builders. The engineering practice 
is informed by the discipline of Site Reliability 
Engineering	and	helps	infrastructure	operators	
work more effectively and provide more visible 
value to the business. To adopt networking reli-
ability engineering, you need a new system that 
makes automation easy—not just another tool. 

NetSpyGlass automates network 

operations and enables you to  

increase reliability while embracing 

change and demonstrating 

the business value of the 

network infrastructure.

Automate large-scale network  
monitoring with NSG Smart Inspection

1. Automate  toil

2. Stop documenting and just look

3. Search your network  
 like you search the web.

The NSG Service uses network-aware algo-
rithms to inspect systems and analyze metrics 
across your network, regardless of infrastruc-
ture vendors. From interface-level metrics up to 
business-driven intent validation, NetSpyGlass 
handles the big-data challenges associated with 
automating network monitoring, freeing your 
team from time-sucking documentation, check-
lists, and paper-based processes. 

https://www.netspyglass.com


Manage events with  
network-aware algorithms

   1. Add missing business 
       impact logic

			2.	Enable	network-aware	
       algorithms to handle alerts 

   3. Cure alert fatigue.

Monitoring large, multi-vendor networks can 
be overwhelming. NetSpyGlass infuses alerts 
with business intent, adding business-level 
impact and statistical intellegence to networ 
awareness. The NetSpyGlass service automati-
cally delivers both the technical and the com-
mercial	context	to	show	you	not	only	what’s	
happening but also how much it matters. 

Automate multi-vendor monitoring

1.  Discover operational truth

2.  Normalize vendor jargon into   
     NSG variables 

3.  Make adds & changes with
     zero touch.

You	can’t	successfully	operate	and	maintain	
cutting edge technology with tools from the 
1990s. NetSpyGlass automates multi-vendor 
monitoring, delivering better results by cor-
relating	information	from	different	vendors’	
systems. To the NSG service, there is no such 
thing	as	a	“brown-field”	network	or	a	“green-
field”	deployment.	The	NSG	Service	works	in	
every	network	field.

NetSpyGlass Feature Highlights: 
Smart Inspection & Auto-Discovery: 
NSG automatically discovers vendor, model, 
protocols,	component		inventory,		configuration	
changes, interfaces and creates an accurate 
network model. The service discovers Layer 2 
and Layer 3 protocol and network topology  
using, including LLDP, LAG (802.3ad), CDP, 
MAC forwarding tables, Spanning Tree  

Protocol	state,	ARP	tables,	and	IP-IP	and	IPSEC	
tunnels. NSG Smart Inspection collects man-
agement information and telemetry in a data 
pipeline, so it can be used within dashboards 
and applications as well.

Alert Monitors: 
NSG Alerts help you 
achieve business-
level impacts instead 
of just responding 
to alarms. By pro-
viding	a	first-line	of	
response to network 
telemetry and state changes, the system pro-
cesses many alerts without your intervention. 
NSG	also	transforms	the	context	of	alerts	from	
interface and link-level semantics to their real-
world business impact. 

Tagging, Search, and Real-Time Map Views: 
NSG Search sup-
ports devices, inter-
faces, or maps by 
complete or partial 
name and search by 
IP or MAC address-
es. Results display in 
interactive Network 
Maps with telemetry and information overlaid 
dynamically. You gain complete and reliable 
visibility into network state and see informa-
tion	and	telemetry	values	in	context	as	map	
overlays and in automatically generated dash-
boards. NetSpyGlass Maps support automatic 
real-time and historical topology displays. Us-
ers can build customized map views and share 
them	with	team	members.	It’s	as	accurate	and	
easy to use as Google Maps.

NetSpyGlass Analytics:  
Using the telemetry information gathered and 
published to the telemetry pipeline, NetSpyGlass 
Analytics	builds	an	adjacency	matrix	and	 
connectivity graph. Through automatic tagging 
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and ongoing monitoring, NetSpyGlass Analytics 
infers intent and raises alerts about deviations 
from intent automatically. NetSpyGlass Analyt-
ics helps you rise above interface and link-level 
analysis, using included applications or Python 
applications to achieve deep analytical insights, 
intelligent alerts, and business-level impact.

Multi-Vendor Monitoring Automation: 
The NSG Service 
can infer intent and 
automate perfor-
mance monitoring 
on network equp-
ment from over a 
dozen companies. 
NSG supports 
switches	&	routers,	firewalls,	COTS	network	
infrastructure & diaggregregated network 
operating systems, IP fabrics, load balancers, 
and application delivery controllers, as well 
as virtual routers and even PDUs. Smart In-
spection supports systems from the following 
companies:	A10	Networks,	American	Power	
Conversion (APC), Arista Networks, Brocade 
Communications Sytems, Cisco Systems, Cu-
mulus Networks, Dell Force10, F5 Networks, 
Hewlett	Packard	Enterprise	Networking,	Juni-
per	Networks,	NETGEAR,	Server	Technology,	
and open standards-based management and 
telemetry information as well.

System Requirements: 
NetSpyGlass is a cloud-based Software-as-a-
Service (SaaS) offering that runs globally within 

Amazon AWS or Microsoft Azure. The only pre-
requisite	is	a	Linux-based	agent,	which	deploys	
within your infrastructure, and a browser. 

The user interface is supported in Apple Sa-
fari,	Google	Chrome,	and	Mozilla	Firefox.	NSG	
Agents	support	Debian	and	CentOS-based	
Linux	and	can	be	hosted	on	a	virtual	machine	
(VM) or a shared machine and does not require 
dedicated hardware. If you use NSG Applica-
tions or write your own, they run within the 
service	cloud	and	don’t	require	any	new	sys-
tems at all.

Getting Started: 
The NSG service enables your organization to 
take	a	leap	forward	and	adopt	NRE	practices	
in large-scale production in just an hour or two. 
You’ll	reduce	the	losses	caused	by	network	
downtime while improving visibility, creating 
more	effective	workflows,	and	driving	analytical	
insights. For a demo or to get started with the 
service,	contact	us	today:	 
https://www.netspyglass.com/quickstart.

Contact Us:

       www.netspyglass.com

      info@netspyglass.com

      @NetSpyGlass

     NetSpyGlass

About 
NetSpyGlass	simplifies	and	automates	network	operations	with	Performance	Monitoring	Automa-
tion	for	network	infrastructure.	If	you’re	tired	of	the	old-fashioned	approach	to	network	monitoring	
and	you	have	a	network	with	more	than	500	devices	under	management,	then	you’re	a	good	can-
didate for the NetSpyGlass service. Your organization can adopt the emerging practice of network 
reliability	engineering	using	performance	monitoring	automation	in	the	style	of	Google’s	network	
and dramatically improve network operations without building new infrastructure. 

NetSpyGlass is cloud-based, network performance monitoring automation.
https://www.netspyglass.com
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NetSpyGlass is cloud-based, network performance monitoring automation.
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